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ABSTRACT: In this study, we demonstrate a non-Pt nanostructured
bioinorganic hybrid (BIH) catalyst for catalytic oxygen reduction in alkaline
media. This catalyst was synthesized through biomaterial hemin, nano-
structured Ag−Co alloy, and graphene nano platelets (GNP) by heat-treatment
and ultrasonically processing. This hybrid catalyst has the advantages of the
combined features of these bio and inorganic materials. A 10-fold improvement
in catalytic activity (at 0.8 V vs RHE) is achieved in comparison of pure Ag
nanoparticles (20−40 nm). The hybrid catalyst reaches 80% activity (at 0.8 V
vs RHE) of the state-of-the-art catalyst (containing 40% Pt and 60% active
carbon). Comparable catalytic stability for the hybrid catalyst with the Pt
catalyst is observed by chronoamperometric experiment. The hybrid catalyst
catalyzes 4-electron oxygen reduction to produce water with fast kinetic rate.
The rate constant obtained from the hybrid catalyst (at 0.6 V vs RHE) is 4 times higher than that of pure Ag/GNP catalyst. A
catalytic model is proposed to explain the oxygen reduction reaction at the BIH catalyst.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fuel cells have demonstrated promise for providing clean
electric power to automobiles, unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), submarines, and consumer electronics. However,
commercialization of fuel cells is challenging due to the high
cost of materials, low performance, and fast degradation of
various fuel cell components. In particular, the electrocatalyst is
one of the most important components in a fuel cell and plays a
vital role in the fuel oxidation and oxygen reduction reactions.
The catalysts’ performance directly affects the power efficiency,
energy density, and operational lifetime of a fuel cell. The state-
of-the-art catalysts for fuel cells are expensive noble metals (e.g.,
platinum black and platinum-based metal alloys). For a polymer
electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) designed for
automotive applications, the catalyst accounts for approximately
60% of the total cost of a fuel cell.1 Therefore, the development
of low cost, highly active, and stable catalyst materials is
warranted, and many researchers have taken various approaches
to solve the challenge. For example, Anson and Collman et al.
have synthesized and tested organic dimeric cofacial cobalt
porphyrins that catalyze dioxygen via a 4-electron pathway to
produce water.2,3 Despite best efforts, the catalytic activity of
most organometallic macrocycles prove to be not stable in
acidic electrolytes. In the past several years, heat-treatment
approaches4−7 have been adopted to enhance the stability of
these transition metal macrocycles. Although the performance
of these catalysts is much improved after heat-treatment, it does
not meet or exceed practical requirements when compared to
the performance of platinum (i.e., electrocatalytic activity and

stability). Improvements in catalytic activity have been realized
through the emergence of nanotechnology-related material
synthesis and processing designs,8 such as, bucky paper,9

carbon nanotube,10,11 nanofiber,12 mesoporous carbon,13 and
graphene.14 These nano materials can either be used as catalyst
supports or directly as a catalyst. In recent years, a lot of
nanostructured noble metals and alloys, such as metal
nanoparticles,15 nanowires,16 nanoframes,17−19 nanohol-
lows,20,21 and nanocoreshells,16,22 have been successfully
synthesized and tested for fuel cell catalysts. Although these
nanostructured metals have displayed better catalytic activity,
the complex synthesis and high cost in materials are not
satisfactory for practical applications. In addition to nano-
processing, mimicking biologic functions in the synthesis of
new functional materials has generated enormous interests. For
example, low-cost biomaterials have been utilized for
preparation of catalysts, such as enzymes, hemin, hemoglobin,
and egg-white protein.23−27 As is well-known, hemoglobin is an
efficient transporter of oxygen in the body, whereby the active
part is heme-B, or a form of hemin. The hemin molecule and
the iron porphyrin molecule have the same inner porphyrin
ring that contains a functional group (Fe−N4P). The functional
group grants catalytic activity. Their only difference is the
chemical groups linked to the outer porphyrin ring. We utilize
nature’s catalytic mechanisms by incorporating an active
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inorganic material into a catalytic active biomaterial. The hemin
is naturally available from animal blood in large quantity, which
has much lower cost than using porphyrins that are synthesized
artificially. The present research focuses on the synthesis of a
nanostructured bioinorganic hybrid (BIH) catalyst with
precisely controlled size, shape, and architecture, which is
subsequently used to perform the oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR). Silver has been well-studied for use as an oxygen
reduction electrocatalyst in alkaline media.28,29 One of the main
reasons for the use of silver is that the cost is ∼1% of the cost of
Pt, and the abundance of silver is approximately 1500% of the
abundance of Pt. Moreover, alloying Ag with transition metals,
such as Co, results in better catalytic activity.30 Research on
Ag−Co catalyst for oxygen reduction has been reported in 2006
by Lima et al.30 A few years later, it was reported again by
Holewinski et al.31 However, their results are very different.
Lima et al.30 used both the rotating ring disk electrode method
and the Koutecky−Levich method to study oxygen reduction at
Ag−Co catalyst. They concluded that oxygen is reduced at Ag−
Co catalyst via mix-pathways by 4-electron reaction, and by 2-
electron reactions. Holewinski et al.,31 also studied oxygen
reduction at Ag−Co catalyst using Koutecky−Levich method
alone. They concluded that oxygen was reduced at Ag−Co
catalyst mainly by 4-electron reaction. We are interested in why
they obtained very different results. Therefore, we examined
their different synthetic methods for making Ag−Co catalyst.
Lima et al. used a water-based solution to synthesize the Ag−
Co catalyst at low temperature (60 °C) and used NaBH4 as the
reducing reagent. But Holewinski et al.31 used waterless dry
method to synthesize Ag−Co catalyst at a high temperature
(500 °C) and used hydrogen gas as the reducing reagent. In
this study, we avoided large crystal growth by synthesizing Ag−
Co nanoparticles at low temperature. First, we synthesize
nanostructured Ag−Co according to the methods reported for
making metal nanoframes and nanohollows,17−21 and interest-
ingly create Ag−Co nanodendrimers. The dendritic nano-
particles showed much higher activity than pure Ag nano
particles. Further improvement of the catalytic activity is
achieved by incorporating the inorganic Ag−Co into a bioactive
material, which is believed to be caused by a synergistic effect
between components.32 Specially, hemin was the bio material,
and graphene nano platelets (GNP) was the catalyst support.
The hemin and GNP are first uniformly mixed and heat-treated
to enhance the activity and stability. Incorporation of Ag−Co
nanodendrimers into the heat-treated material of hemin-
graphene is achieved by ultrasonically processing. The final
product is a BIH catalyst, which is utterly different from those
of inorganic Ag−Co catalysts reported by Lima and Holewinski
et al.,30,31 in the catalyst composition, structure, synthesis,
function, and design method. To date, there have been no
reports on the synthesis of nanostructured BIH catalyst with
low-cost bioactive hemin, inorganic Ag−Co dendrimers, and
nanosized graphene. The ORR performance of the created BIH
catalyst are examined electrochemically in alkaline media.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Chemicals and Materials. Graphene nanoplatelets (GNP)

with a BET surface area between 600−650 m2/g were purchased from
Cheap Tubes, Inc. Hemin from porcine, silver nitrate (AgNO3),
cobalt(II) oxalate dihydrate (CoC2O4·2H2O), sodium borohydride
(NaBH4), and ammonium hydroxide 28% NH3 were purchased from
Aldrich. Two baseline catalysts were obtained from Johnson Matthey,
including 40% Pt nano catalyst supported on 60% active carbon (40%

Pt/C) and pure Ag-nanopowder (pure Ag-nano, particle size 20−40
nm). Deionized water was used for all synthesis and experiments.

2.2. Synthesis of HT-Hem/GNP. Synthesis of HT-hemin
supported on GNP have been reported.24,25,33,34 The hemin has an
inner porphyrin ring (Fe−N4P), located in the center of the molecular.
Here, we briefly describe the synthesis. Hemin was uniformly
dispersed on GNP by mixing 1.0 g hemin and 1.0 g GNP together
with 50 mL N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF). After dried on a hot-
plate, the mixture was placed in a ceramic boat and sent to a tubular
furnace for heat-treatment by 2−3 h under nitrogen atmosphere at 600
°C, which is the best pyrolysis temperature (400−900 °C) to achieve
the optimum catalytic performance. The material after heat-treatment
was further ultrasonically processed to finer particles. Ultrasonic
treatment was carried out by immersing the targeting material in ice
water. The ultrasound generator was a Branson Sonifier 450 Analog
Ultrasonic Homogenizer. The material of hemin and GNP after these
treatments was dried at 80 °C and named as HT-Hem/GNP (or
material A; Figure 1).

2.3. Synthesis of Ag, Ag−Co and Ag−Co/GNP. Silver ammonia
complex was formed by adding 0.83g AgNO3 and 5 mL ammonia
hydroxide, and moved into a 250 mL flask containing 80 mL water.
Alternatively, different quantity of CoC2O4·2H2O was suspended in 40
mL of water and 5 mL of ammonia hydroxide and moved into the
same flask. The reducing reagent was NaBH4 solution by dissolving 0.5
g of NaBH4 in 40 of mL water. The Ag−Co was synthesized by slowly
dropping the NaBH4 solution into the flask and fast stirring. Nitrogen
gas was used to cover the surface of the reaction solution in the flask.
Dark precipitate was formed with adding NaBH4 solution. The
precipitate was separated by centrifugation and washed with water
eight times and with acetone one time, respectively. The product was
dried at 80 °C. The amount of Co in the Ag−Co alloy was controlled
by adjusting the Co/Ag ratio in the synthesis. The Ag content in the
Ag−Co alloy was determined by gravimetrical analysis, in which
hydrochloric acid was used to thoroughly remove the Co element in
the Ag−Co alloy, and weighing the dry Ag powder. Three samples of
Ag−Co alloys were obtained with Co/Ag atomic ratio in 0.05, 0.10
and 0.20, respectively. The pure Ag fine power was synthesized with
the same method of making Ag−Co but without adding cobalt oxalate
in the reaction solution. The Ag−Co/GNP (material B; Figure 1) was
synthesized with the same method of making Ag−Co with 0.10 Co/Ag
atomic ratio, except a quantitative amount of GNP was added in the
reaction solution before dropping NaBH4 solution in the flask. The
sample of Ag−Co/GNP synthesized contains 30% Ag−Co alloy and
70% GNP. The overall content of Ag−Co/GNP contains 28.5% Ag,
1.5% Co, and 70% GNP in mass ratio.

2.4. Synthesis of BIH Catalyst. The nanostructured BIH catalyst
was synthesized by ultrasonically processing material A and material B.
Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing for synthesis of BIH catalyst for
high performing oxygen reduction catalyst. The GNP in the hybrid
material is used to promote catalytic site distribution more uniformly.
Because the nanoparticles of the two materials are nanoscaled mixed
and optimally contacted, the electron transfer between the catalytic

Figure 1. Schematic drawing for synthesis of nanostructured BIH
material for high performing oxygen reduction catalyst.
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sites will be improved. In addition, because there are two types of
catalytic sites (Ag in the Ag−Co alloy and Fe−N4P in the HT-Hemin)
provided by two different materials, a synergic effect is expected, which
will further improves the catalytic performance. Here, 41 mg Ag−Co/
GNP (material B) and 41 mg HT-Hem/GNP (material A) were
added into a solution containing 3 mL of water and 3 mL of 1-
propanol to form a suspension. This suspension was cooled with ice
and ultrasonically treated for 30 min with a Branson Sonifier 450 at
duty cycle 40 and output control 8. The dried material after ultrasonic
treatment is called as BIH catalyst. The BIH catalyst synthesized in this
procedure contains 14.2% Ag, 0.8% Co, 25.0% Hemin, and 60% GNP
in mass ratio. The overall synthesis is simple and is easy to scale up to
manufacturing production. Although the BIH catalyst contains Ag−
Co, it is only one of the components used for synthesis of the BIH
catalyst.
2.5. Instrumental Analysis. Transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) were
obtained with a high-resolution JEOL 2100 FE instrument equipped
with an EDAX X-ray detector and a high-angle annular dark field
(HAADF) detector. Before imaging, a solution was prepared by adding
5 mg of the catalyst into 5 mL of 1-propanol followed by a short
ultrasonic bath (Branson 3510) treatment. An aliquot of ink was
loaded onto a C-flat Holey Carbon Grid (1.2 μm hole, 1.3 μm space,
200 mesh, Electron Microscopy Science) with a micropipette, and the
sample was dried overnight at room temperature. Selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) were obtained during the measurements. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) was obtained with FEI QUANTA 200F instru-
ment. The sample for SEM imaging was prepared by directly loading a
small amount of catalyst powder on a sample holder. X-ray diffraction
(XRD) was conducted with a Rigaku Ultima III instrument with Cu
Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) using a Bragg−Brentano configuration.
The measurements were conducted with scan rate of 1.0° (2θ) per
minute; and each diffraction data point was collected at the interval of
0.02 degree (2θ) for the total spectrum range of 10−90° (2θ).
2.6. Electrochemical Characterization. A Pine Bipotentiostat

RDE4 was used for electrochemically evaluating the catalysts by
depositing the catalyst ink onto a glassy carbon (GC) disk electrode. A
catalyst sample was first suspended in 1:1 water/1-propanol solution
with a small bottle and cooled with ice. The catalyst ink was prepared
by ultrasonic treatment with a Branson Sonifier 450 at a duty cycle 40
and output control 8 for 10 min. The final content of Ag, Ag−Co, or
BIH catalyst ink was 4 mg/mL after excluding the mass of GNP. Next,
5 μL of catalyst ink was coated on a GC disk working electrode (0.196
cm2) and dried at 40 °C for ∼60 min. The final coating on the GC
disk electrode contained 95% total catalyst and 5% dry Nafion with a
Ag or Ag−Co loading of 0.1 mg/cm2. For BIH catalyst, the loading of
hemin on GC was 0.15 mg/cm2. The inks for JM’s 40% Pt/C and JM’s
Ag-nano were prepared separately with the same procedures. The final
coating on the GC electrode was 95% total catalyst and 5% dry Nafion
with a Pt loading 0.02 mg/cm2, and Ag loading 0.10 mg/cm2. For
rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) experiment, the GC disk
electrode area was 0.247 cm2, and the Ag or Ag−Co loading was
0.08 mg/cm2. The ring collection coefficient is 0.37. The catalyst
coated electrode was mounted onto a Pine ASR rotator and used as
the working electrode. All voltammetrical experiments were performed
in argon (Ar) or O2 saturated 0.1 M potassium hydroxide (KOH)
solution at room temperature (20 ± 1 °C). A three-electrode glass cell
was used for electrochemical study containing three compartments
separated by porous ceramic layers. A platinum wire counter electrode
and a saturated calomel reference electrode (SCE) were used in the
cell. The experimental results are reported based on reversible
hydrogen electrode (RHE). The difference between SCE and RHE
was experimentally determined with an SCE and a RHE in 0.1 M
KOH solution in the same electrochemical cell. The current density
reported in this study is based on the geometrical area of the GC disk
electrode (mA cm−2), which can be changed to (mA mg−1) by simply
multiplying a factor of 10 according to the mass of the catalyst loading.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. TEM, STEM, and SAED Results. TEM and STEM is

used to explore the materials’ morphology and structure in
more detail. We first look at the unsupported Ag−Co material.
Figure 2 shows STEM-HAADF, TEM and SAED images of

unsupported Ag−Co material. Interestingly, the unsupported
Ag−Co looks like a dendrite material, where the particles first
join together to form short wires, and then, the short wires
form dendrimers. The SAED pattern shows that the
dendrimers have good crystal structure, which is judged from
the multiple clear rings and the bright dots on the rings in the
dark field. The TEM images of heat-treated hemin supported
on GNP are shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S1).
As thin-layers of hemin were deposited on the surfaces of
graphene, the material kept graphene’s main morphology and
structure after heat-treatment. Some darker areas on the
graphene sheets are probably because of the deposition of heat-
treated hemin.
Figure 3 shows STEM and TEM images and SAED pattern

of BIH catalyst. Interestingly, the dendrites seen in the
unsupported Ag−Co (Figure 2) disappear and are replaced
with smaller particles, with particles size ranging from 5 to 27
nm. It is probably relevant to the use of high surface area GNP
support in the synthetic process and ultrasonically processing in
preparation of the hybrid catalyst. Figure 3A,B shows images of
STEM-HAADF and bright field image (STEM-BF) obtained
simultaneously. The STEM-HAADF is highly sensitive to
atomic scale, chemical composition and chemical structure,
where different elements, compositions, and structures can be
recognized. The white dots in the HAADF and black dots in
the BF are identified as Ag−Co particles. The cloudy shadows
surrounding the dots are relevant to the GNP and carbon
materials. The particles of Ag−Co are imbedded in the GNP
support with wide particle size distribution. Figure 3C shows a
TEM image of the hybrid catalyst, where the particles size is as
small as 5 nm. The SAED pattern (Figure 3D) shows some
features of amorphous structure, where less rings and bright
dots can be seen in the dark field.

Figure 2. (A) STEM, (B) TEM images, and (C) SAED pattern of
unsupported Ag−Co alloy (Co/Ag = 0.10).
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3.2. SEM Results. The SEM images of various catalyst
materials are enclosed in Supporting Information (Figure S2).
The particle size of Ag−Co is significantly reduced in
comparison of pure Ag without alloying, although they are
synthesized in the same experimental conditions. The graphene
supported Ag−Co/GNP shows that the Ag−Co nanoparticles
are dispersed on the large surface of GNP. For BIH catalyst, the
Ag−Co nanoparticles are embedded in the mixture of GNP and
HT-Hem/GNP.
3.3. XRD Results. Further composition and structure

evaluation of the catalysts are completed with XRD. An
experiment was designed to prove formation of Ag−Co alloy,
instead of a mixture. The method is described as follows. The
sample of Ag−Co alloy was heat-treated in air atmosphere at
300 °C, in which the Ag−Co alloy was converted to Ag and
Co3O4 mixture. Therefore, we obtained the XRD data of Ag
and Co3O4 mixture. The mixture of Ag and Co3O4 was further
heat-treated in H2 atmosphere at 500 °C, in which the Co3O4
was converted to pure Co. Thus, we obtained the XRD data of
Ag and Co mixture. Figure S3 in the Supporting Information
shows XRD patterns of the Ag−Co alloy, mixture of Ag and
Co3O4, and mixture of Ag and Co, where new peaks appear on
the XRD patterns of the two mixtures. The new peaks are
identified as Co3O4 and Co metals, respectively. Interestingly,
the two mixtures originated from the same source of an Ag−Co
alloy. The two mixtures have different XRD patterns with that
of the Ag−Co alloy. Figure S4 in the Supporting Information
shows XRD patterns of Ag−Co alloys with different Co/Ag
atomic ratio. Five typical peaks can be seen on the pure Ag
XRD pattern. When Ag is alloyed with Co, the position of its
peaks has only a slight movement; but all of the peaks become
wider. The parameters of the highest peak with Miller index of
plane (111) are summarized in Table 1. With an increase in the
content of Co in the alloy, the full width at half-maximum
(fwhm) of the peaks increases (it is a sign of decrease in
crystallite size), and the peak position moves toward the 2θ
increasing direction. Simultaneously, the perpendicular distance

between adjacent lattice planes (d-spacing) decreases, which
implies that the Ag lattice structure shrinks after alloying with
Co.
Figure 4 shows comparison of XRD patterns of BIH catalyst

with other catalysts. The peak intensity of the hybrid catalyst

are apparently reduced due to less content of Ag (14.2% Ag) in
the hybrid mixture. A new small peak appears at ∼26.4° (2
theta), which is identified as graphene’s specific peak. The
parameters of the highest peak at plane (111) are summarized
in Table 2. Comparison of Ag−Co/GNP with Ag−Co, the

addition of graphene further moves the peak position to larger
2θ value, and decreases the d-spacing, causing Ag lattice
structure shrinks. However, for BIH catalyst, the peak position
at plane (111) moves back to small 2θ value, and d-spacing
becomes the largest, which indicates an expansion of the Ag
lattice structure. The shrinkage and expansion in the Ag lattice
structure are relevant to Co doping and hemin incorporation,
which may change the catalytic property of the catalysts.

3.4. Effect of Co Content in Ag−Co for ORR. The
optimal content of Co in the Ag−Co alloy was determined by
varying the ratio of Co/Ag in chemical synthesis, and followed
by electrochemical analysis. Figure S5 in Supporting
Information shows electrochemical behaviors of Ag−Co coated
electrodes and their catalytic activity for oxygen reduction. In

Figure 3. (A) STEM-HAADF, (B) STEM-BF, (C) TEM images, and
(D) SAED pattern of BIH catalyst (Co/Ag = 0.10) prepared with
ultrasonic treatment.

Table 1. XRD Data of Ag−Co Catalyst Obtained from the
Main Peak at Plane (111) with Different Co/Ag Atomic
Ratios

Co/Ag ratio 2θ (deg) d-spacing (Ǻ) fwhm (deg)

pure Ag 38.120 2.3588 0.260
0.05 38.121 2.3588 0.339
0.10 38.201 2.3540 0.366
0.20 38.219 2.3529 0.380

Figure 4. XRD patterns of Ag−Co alloy, Ag−Co/GNP, HT-Hem/
GNP, and BIH catalyst coated thin-film.

Table 2. XRD Data Obtained from the Main Peak at Plane
(111) for Different Catalyst Materials

materials 2θ (deg) d-spacing (Ǻ) fwhm (deg)

pure Ag 38.120 2.3588 0.260
Ag−Coa 38.201 2.3540 0.366
Ag−Co/GNPa 38.342 2.3457 0.342
BIH catalysta 38.059 2.3625 0.308

aCo/Ag ratio = 0.10.
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argon saturated solution (Figure S5A), oxygen was removed
from the electrolyte; and the cyclic voltammograms show
typical Ag’s surface waves. With increasing the Co content, the
higher peaks with larger active electrochemical areas are seen.
The catalytic activity was measured with a rotating disk
electrode in O2 saturated electrolyte solution (Figure S5B). The
highest catalytic activity was obtained for Co/Ag ratio as 0.10,
and its polarization curve has the most positive half wave
potential (0.75 V vs RHE). The kinetic parameters for catalytic
oxygen reduction can be described with a Tafel equation:

α α
= + −

α α
E E

RT
n

i
RT

n
i

2.303
F

log( )
2.303

F
log( )0 0

(1)

=i nFK Ce o
0

(2)

Here, E and E0 are experimental disk potential and
thermodynamic electrode potential, respectively, under the
experimental conditions (E0 = 1.23 V vs RHE); α is the
electron transfer coefficient in the rate-determining step for
oxygen reduction; nα is the electron transfer number at the rate-
determining step; i0 is the exchange current density, or the
current density at the absence of net electrochemical reactions
and at zero over potential; i is the disk current; Ke is the
electron transfer rate constant in rate-determining step; CO is
oxygen concentration at the electrode surface; n is the electron
number of overall oxygen reduction; and, the R, T, and F have
their common meanings of universal gas constant (8.314 J·
mol−1·K−1), absolute temperature (K), and Faraday’s constant
(96,485 C·mol−1), respectively.
Figure S5C in the Supporting Information shows Tafel plots

obtained from the polarization curves. The linear range of the
Tafel plots belongs to low polarization region. For Co/Ag ratio
as 0.10, the lowest Tafel slope is obtained, signaling that it has
the largest electron transfer coefficient in the rate-determining
step for oxygen reduction.
3.5. BIH Catalyst for ORR. First, we synthesized the Ag−

Co catalyst without adding hemin, and obtained the similar
results as that reported by Lima et al.30 The Ag−Co catalyzes
oxygen reduction by mix-pathways or 2-electron reaction to
generate hydrogen peroxide and by 4-electron reaction to
generate water, as shown below:

+ + →− −O 2H O 4e 4OH2(ad) 2 (3)

+ + ↔ +− − −O H O 2e HO OHad2( ) 2 2 (4)

To remove hydrogen peroxide in the products, we added
hemin into the Ag−Co catalyst. The mechanism of hemin to
remove hydrogen peroxide is described as below:

+ + → +− −2Fe(II)N P HO H O 3OH 2Fe(III)N P4 2 2 4
(5)

+ →−2Fe(III)N P 2e 2Fe(II)N P4 4 (6)

Here, Fe(II)-N4P or Fe(III)-N4P expresses the inner
porphyrin ring, which is the functional group to provide
catalytic active sites. Using iron porphyrins to remove hydrogen
peroxide has been reported in literature.7,34−36 We have also
added graphene nanoplatelets as a catalyst support, which is
used to obtain the best dispersion for both the Ag−Co and the
hemin catalytic sites. There are numerous reports of adding
graphene as catalyst support to improve catalytic perform-
ance.24

After determining the best Co/Ag ratio in Ag−Co alloy, we
synthesized the BIH catalyst with graphene supported hemin
and graphene supported Ag−Co by heat-treatment and
ultrasonically processing, respectively. After ultrasonic process-
ing, a new composite material is created, which contains new
bioinorganic nanointerfaces composed of the Fe−N4P and the
Ag−Co catalytic sites supported on GNP. The nanosized
bioinorganic interfaces are considerably different from that of
inorganic catalytic sites Ag−Co, either in composition or in
catalytic mechanisms. The activity of the BIH catalyst is
significantly improved. Figure 5 shows polarization curves of

different catalyst-coated electrodes for catalytic oxygen
reduction. The BIH catalyst has the highest limiting current
and the most positive half wave potential in comparison of Ag−
Co, Ag−Co/GNP, and HT-Hem/GNP. The Tafel plots of the
polarization curves shows that the HT-Hem/GNP has the
lowest Tafel slope (59.6 mV/dec), which implies an advantage
of fast electron transfer between the catalyst and the oxygen
molecules. However, the disadvantage of HT-Hem/GNP is its
low concentration of catalytic sites in the material, because each
of hemin’s large molecules only provides one catalytic site. On
the contrary, although the Ag−Co has higher Tafel slope (88.3
mV/dec), it is able to provide high concentration of catalytic
sites (each of single Ag atoms at the surface provides one
catalytic site). Therefore, a synergic effect can be expected if
incorporating the Ag−Co/GNP into HT-Hem/GNP to make a
new hybrid material. The new hybrid catalyst material will have
both features of high concentration of catalytic sites and fast
electron transfer for a high performing catalyst. The
concentration of catalytic sites on electrode is relevant to
particle loading for an individual experiment. Therefore, we
have examined the effect of particle loading on the catalytic
performance for oxygen reduction. Figure S6 shows polar-
ization curves of BIH catalyst coated electrode for catalytic
oxygen reduction in O2 saturated 0.1 M KOH with different
catalyst particle loadings. The best catalytic performance is
achieved for 0.1 mg Ag/cm2 loading. Lower than 0.1 mg Ag/
cm2 of particle loading leads to a decreasing in the catalytic
limiting current and a slightly negative shift of half wave
potential. Higher than 0.1 mg Ag/cm2 of particle loading causes
inclined limiting current.

3.6. Comparison with Baseline Catalysts. The perform-
ance of the hybrid catalyst is further evaluated by comparison
with two baseline catalysts. Figure 6A shows polarization curves

Figure 5. Polarization curves of different catalyst coated electrode in
O2 saturated 0.1 M KOH. Scan rate: 10 mV/s. Rotation rate: 1600
rpm.
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of BIH catalyst and two baseline catalysts coated electrodes for
catalytic oxygen reduction. In comparison of pure Ag-nano
catalyst (20−40 nm), the hybrid catalyst has 170 mV increase
in half wave potential, and 40% increase in limiting current. In
comparison of the state-of-the-art catalyst (40% Pt on 60%
carbon black), the hybrid catalyst has only 20 mV lower in half
wave potential, but it has a higher limiting current in the high
polarization region due to a faster kinetic rate. Figure 6B shows
Tafel plots of the polarization curves. The hybrid catalyst has
even lower Tafel slope than that of the 40%Pt/C catalyst. The
large electron transfer coefficient in the rate-determining step
for oxygen reduction is expected for the hybrid catalyst. The
quantitative comparison of catalytic activity for a series of
catalysts is shown in Figures 6C,D. Here, we control the
polarization potential at 0.8 V (vs RHE), and compare the
current density for catalytic oxygen reduction. There is a 10-
fold increase in catalytic activity by comparing the current
density of the hybrid catalyst at 0.8 V with that of the pure Ag-
nano catalyst (20−40 nm in particle size). Holewinski et al.31

reported a 5-fold increase in activity for Ag−Co nano catalyst
supported on active carbon in comparison of pure Ag
nanoparticles for catalytic oxygen reduction in 0.1 M NaOH
electrolyte solution. Furthermore, in comparison of 40% Pt/C
catalyst, the hybrid catalyst has reached 80% activity of the
baseline catalyst at 0.8 V (vs RHE).
The Co particles at the surface of the Ag−Co alloy are

unstable, and become Co(OH)2 in alkaline solution. However,
the Co particles within the inner side of the Ag−Co crystal are
relative stable, which may be gradually lost into the electrolyte
and leaving fresh nanostructures at the Ag−Co particles, casing

more active surface area. The stability of the BIH catalyst is
evaluated with chronoamperometric voltammetry. Figure 7
shows chronoamperometric curves of different catalyst coated
electrodes, where the potential is held at 0.7 V (vs RHE), and
recording the current variation with time (current−time curve).
As shown in Figure 7A, the current−time curve of the BIH
catalyst has higher current density than that of either HT-Hem/
GNP or Ag−Co/GNP, and smaller slope of current decreasing
with time. The hybrid catalyst is further compared with two
baseline catalysts, pure Ag-nano (20−40 nm) and 40% Pt/C.
Figure 7B shows the 240 min chronoamperometric experiment
at the catalyst coated rotating disk electrodes, where the
rotation rate was 900 rpm and O2 was continuously passing
into 0.1 M KOH solution. The hybrid catalyst has much higher
current density than that of the Ag-nano catalyst. In
comparison to the 40% Pt/C catalyst, the hybrid catalyst has
only slightly lower current density but the same stability.
The resistance to methanol of heat-treated transition metal

(Fe, Co, Cu, V, Ni) porphyrins has been reported and
discussed in detail in our previous publication.7 The heat-
treated hemin belongs to the same type of macrocyclic
compound as that of Fe porphyrins. It is clear that the heat-
treated hemin is highly tolerant to methanol. The Ag nano
catalyst is also highly tolerant to methanol, which has been
reported in our previous publication.37 Since the active sites of
the BIH catalyst are from Ag atoms and heat-treated hemin,
apparently, the BIH catalyst is also tolerant to methanol. In the
present work, we have no attempt to further study the tolerance
of BIH catalyst to methanol.

Figure 6. (A) Polarization curves of BIH catalyst and two baseline catalysts coated electrodes in O2 saturated 0.1 M KOH; (B) Tafel plots of the data
from A; (C) Plots of current density at 0.8 V of different catalysts coated electrodes; and (D) Plots of normalized activity based on pure Ag-nano
catalyst as 1. Scan rate: 10 mV/s. Rotation rate: 1600 rpm.
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3.7. Oxygen Reduction Kinetic and Mechanisms.
Further exploration of the kinetics and mechanisms for catalytic
oxygen reduction is completed by rotating disk electrode
(RDE) and rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) experiments.
Figure 8A shows polarization curves of BIH catalyst coated
electrode at different rotation rates. The kinetic process can be
described with the Koutecky−Levich equation:

ω ν= *−i nFAD C0.620 oL 0
2/3 1/2 1/6

(7)

= *i nFAK E C( )k f o (8)

= +− − −i i ik
1 1
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−
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1 1

0.620k O o

1
2/3 1/6 1/2

(10)

Here, iL is the Levich current for species O’s electrode reaction
by diffusion controlled process; A (cm2) is the electrode area;
DO (cm2·s−1) is diffusion coefficient of species O; ω (s−1) is
rotation rate (= 2πf = 2π × rpm/60); ν (cm2·s−1) is viscosity of
electrolyte solution; CO* is oxygen concentration in bulk
electrolyte solution (in O2 saturated electrolyte, CO* = 1.3 ×
10−6 mol·cm−3);38 ik is kinetic current of O species at the
electrode surface; and Kf (E) (cm·s−1) is rate constant of
oxygen reduction at potential E.
Figure 8B shows Koutecky−Levich plots of i−1 versus ω−1/2.

The Koutecky−Levich plots obtained at different potentials
from the experiments are straight lines, and are parallel to the
calculated curve for 4-electron oxygen reduction by diffusion

controlled process. It indicates that the catalytic process
belongs to 4-electron oxygen reduction to produce water.
The rate constants for oxygen reduction at different potentials
are 1.2 × 10−2 cm·s−1 (0.8 V), 6.8 × 10−2 cm·s−1 (0.7 V), and
12.5 × 10−2 cm·s−1 (0.6 V), respectively. The rate constant (at
0.6 V) is 4 times higher than of that of Ag/GNP (3.2 × 10−2

cm·s−1 at 0.6 V) reported by Jiang et al.37 Further proof of 4-
electron reduction of oxygen at the hybrid catalyst is provided
with RRDE experiments. Figure 8C shows polarization curves
of the hybrid catalyst coated GC rotating disk and Pt-ring
electrode. The ring electrode was held at 1.4 V (vs RHE) to
fully oxidize the intermediate product, hydrogen peroxide,
which is collected from the disk electrode in the electro-
chemical process. As expected, the ring-current is too small to
be counted. As demonstrated by the RRDE experiment, the
catalytic process at the hybrid catalyst belongs to 4-electron
oxygen reduction to produce water.
Heat-treated macrocyclic organic compounds, such as

porphyrins and phthalocianines, have demonstrated very
promising performance as non-noble metal catalysts for oxygen
reduction. However, the chemical structure of heat-treated
macrocyclic organic compounds has been a major concern

Figure 7. Chronoamperometric curves of different catalyst-coated
electrodes at 0.7 V (vs RHE) and 900 rpm in O2 saturated 0.1 M
KOH. (A) Comparison of BIH catalyst, HT-Hem/GNP, and Ag−Co/
GNP. (B) Comparison of BIH catalyst and two baseline catalysts;
here, 40% Pt/C loading is 0.10 mg/cm2, Pt loading is 0.04 mg/cm2,
and Ag loading is 0.1 mg/cm2.

Figure 8. (A) Polarization curves of BIH catalyst coated electrode at
different rotation rates in O2 saturated 0.1 M KOH. Scan rate: 10 mv/
s. (B) Koutecky−Levich plots of the data in A. (C) Voltammogram of
BIH catalyst-coated disk and Pt-ring electrode in O2-saturated 0.1 M
KOH. Scan rate: 10 mv/s. Rotation rate: 1600 rpm.
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since the 1980s. In recent years, more researchers have used X-
ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (XAFS) to explore
the remaining product after heat-treated macrocycles, and the
chemical structures are clearer. Choi et al.39 studied the iron
phthalocyanine (FePc) supported on high surface area carbon
by XAFS. They suggested that (FePc)2O was converted to
FePc in the range of 500−600 °C, and the Fe−N4P structure is
essential for maintaining the catalytic activity. Schulenburg et
al.40 investigated the structure and the stability of heat-treated
iron(III) tetramethoxy-phenylporphyrin chloride. They con-
cluded that nitrogen atom is bonded at the edge of graphene
layers as pyrrole and pyridine-type nitrogen. Zhang et al.41

studied heat-treated iron polyphthalocyanine with XAFS. Their
results showed that the Fe−N4P structure was produced by the
high-temperature treatment. According to Schulenburg’s
results40 by Fe−Mössbauer spectrum of the FeTMPP, the Fe
atom remains after heat-treatment.
We have completed elemental analysis of the hemin

supported on the GNP. The results of elemental analysis for
HT-hemin/GNP heat-treated at 600 °C in N2 atm is listed in
Table S1. Our elemental results is consisted with the report by
Schulenburg el at.40 We have also completed thermogravimetric
(TGA) analysis and elemental analysis to further understand
the chemical structures of the heat-treated hemin. We analyzed
the data of the TGA curve and calculated the weight loss by
gradually removing the atoms in the hemin molecule. Figure S7
in the Supporting Information shows hemin’s mass change with
temperature by TGA analysis. The hemin molecule first loses
one Cl atom at temperatures lower than 320 °C; two −COO
groups at 320−430 °C, and 30 H atoms and 6 C atoms of the
outer branches at 430−540 °C. Then, it becomes relatively
stable at 540−710 °C before losing another 6 C atoms linked to
the Fe−N4P ring in the hemin molecule. Above 850 °C, more
carbon atoms are losr, and the FeN4 ring decomposes. The
analysis of TGA results is consistent with the results reported in
literature.39−41 Although the hemin molecule loses its outer
groups after heat-treatment at 600 °C, its inner functional
group Fe−N4P still exists, which grants the catalytic activity.
According to the kinetic study with RDE and RRDE

methods, we proposed a catalytic model to explain ORR at
the BIH catalyst, which is made of HT-hemin, Ag−Co alloy
and GNP, as shown in Figure 9. Here, the Ag atoms (blue
spheres) provide inorganic catalytic sites; and the Co atoms
(golden spheres) are the atoms of the guest element in the Ag−
Co alloy to enhance the activity of Ag. The heat-treated hemin

provides the biocatalytic sites. After heat-treatment in nitrogen
atmosphere, the hemin molecules lost hydrogen and oxygen
atoms, but the inner structures of the hemin molecules
remained.4,5,39−41 Four nitrogen atoms (green spheres) and
one iron atom (gray sphere) remained in each of the hemin
molecules after heat-treatment. The GNP is the catalytic
support used for uniform dispersion of the catalytic sites. Each
of the Fe−N4P structures is surrounded by the nearby Ag-
catalytic sites. As long as Ag-sites at the surface of the Ag−Co
nano particles approach to a Fe−N4P site in certain short
distance, an Ag−Fe bridge catalytic structure formed. The
oxygen molecules may be catalytically reduced by the Ag−Fe-
bridge structure to produce water through 4-electron
reduction,2,3,42 which involves a breakage of the O−O bond.

4. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have demonstrated a method of making
nanostructured BIH catalyst that contains three main steps: (1)
heat-treatment of bio material, hemin, supported on GNP, (2)
synthesis of nanostructured Ag−Co alloy supported on GNP;
and (3) ultrasonic processing of the two materials obtained
from steps 1 and 2 to create new nanostructured bioinorganic
interfaces between the Fe−N4P and Ag−Co catalytic sites. The
overall synthesis is simple, and it is easy to scale up for
manufacturing production. The BIH catalyst was fully
characterized with TEM, STEM, SEM, XRD, TGA, elemental
analysis, and electrochemical methods.
The BIH catalyst belongs to a composite material, which

takes the advantages of the combined features of the bio and
inorganic materials. A 10-fold improvement in catalytic activity
is achieved in comparison of pure Ag nanoparticles (20−40
nm). The BIH catalyst reaches 80% activity of the baseline
catalyst (40% Pt and 60% active carbon). Comparable catalytic
stability for the BIH catalyst and the Pt catalyst is observed by
chronoamperometric experiment. The BIH catalyst catalyzes 4-
electron oxygen reduction to produce water with fast kinetic
rate. The rate constant obtained from the BIH catalyst (at 0.6 V
vs RHE) is 4 times higher than that of pure Ag nanocatalyst
supported on graphene nano platelets (Ag/GNP). A catalytic
model is proposed to explain ORR at the BIH catalyst. In a
short summary, the BIH catalyst has the features of low cost,
high performance, and easy synthesis, which fit the basic
requirements of practical applications for high performing
alkaline fuel cells.
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